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Typically the generator of the semigroup exp( tH); where H is the linear operatoron the right side, has two important positivity properties, i.e., H is semibounded andexp( tH) is positivity improving, which is essentially equivalent to having a positive in-tegral kernel. In addition, often at least the lower portion of the spectrum is discrete,especially if the equation is dened on a bounded domain or manifold 
:The positivity properties of the evolution imply in a standard way that the lowest eigen-value is nondegenerate and has a positive eigenfunction. Well-known arguments establishthat estimates of gaps between eigenvalues correspond to exponential rates of convergenceof the system to equilibrium: If the initial condition is u(x; 0), then, for example for theheat equation with Neumann boundary conditions:u(x; t)  hu; u0iu0 = 1Xn=1 exp( nt)hu; uniun = O(exp( 1t));where h; i denotes the inner product on L2(
) and the eigenfunctions are denoted un;and in this case 0 = 0; with u0 = 1=qj
j: Analogous things occur for other problems.Estimates of this kind have been familiar at least since [14].The work discussed here concerns upper bounds on eigenvalue gaps (and, implicitly, onrates of convergence of evolution equations), using a theorem we recently proved [9]. Thisin turn is closely related to earlier work of Hook [13], Harrell [7], and Davies and Harrell(appendix to [8]).The essential reason for the association between eigenvalue gaps and commutators iselementary. Let H be a self-adjoint operator such that Huk = kuk; and suppose G is anauxiliary operator. Then a formal calculation (ignoring domain questions) shows thathuk; [H;G]uji = (k   j)huk; Guji:A great many of the good estimates known for eigenvalue gaps can be derived from thisformula. As with all variational techniques, the test function { in this case G { must bechosen cleverly in order to get a good estimate. For further discussion of these points,see [8]. A novel feature of the bounds we discuss in this article is that they involve theinterplay between rst and second commutators. As was shown in [7], when particularizedto H = the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a Riemannian manifold, similar bounds showhow the spectral gaps are controlled by the curvature. One application we make below isto sharpen some of the estimates of that paper. Other applications are made to boundsfor Neumann boundary conditions and for bi-Laplacians.The operator under study is a self-adjoint operator H; and there are two families ofsymmetric \test operators," which we call Gj and j: (The j's are often analogues of themomentum operator of quantum mechanics, accounting for our notation. Hook [13] earlierhad a similar theorem, and a rough correlation with his notation is that our G0s correspondto his B 0s and our 0s correspond to his T 0s times i.)THEOREM 1.1 Let H be self-adjoint on a Hilbert space H; and suppose that the lowerportion of its spectrum consists of discrete eigenvalues 1  2  : : :  n < n+1  : : :Let P be the spectral projection for 1; 2; : : : ; n; and let fGjg and fjg be two families2
of symmetric operators such that all products of the form jGj ; Gjj; G2jH; HG2j ; andGjHGj are well dened. ThenmXj=1Tr(n+1I  H) 1P2j  Pmj=1 TrP [j; Gj ]22Pmj=1 TrP [Gj; [H;Gj ]]; (1:1)assuming that these three traces are nite and nonzero.REMARKS: Note that because of the hypothesis n+1 > n ; the operator n+1I  H isuniquely invertible from the range of P to itself.The natural setting for this theorem is that of C-algebras, in which the assumptionon products of operators is unnecessary. Here, however, we are interested in unboundedoperators, so domain questions must be considered carefully. While there is a certainamount of freedom in the choice of the auxiliary operators j and Gj ; it is importantthat the G0js are chosen in such a way that HGj is dened on the given domain, i.e. foru 2 D(H) we must have Gju 2 D(H): Similarly for G2ju:An upper bound for n+1   n is obtained if the left hand side is increased to(n+1   n) 1Pmj=1 Tr(P2j) and then one solves for the gap n+1   n: The resultingbounds are analogous to the classic Payne-Polya-Weinberger bounds [16] (see [1] for a dis-cussion of this bound) and those derived in [7]. In most applications, m will be taken to be; the dimension of the underlying space, but other choices are possible and will in somecases give better results.2 EXAMPLESIn this section we list a few applications of our technique, some of which are to a certainextent already known in some form, but which we feel we obtain more eciently. Theorem1.1 is an abstract version of the Hile{Protter inequality [10]. Hook's earlier abstract Hile{Protter bound in [13] contains a free parameter, which he needs to optimize in order to getsome of the applications which we obtain directly below.As in [9] we dene two universal constants CPPW and CHP as followsCPPW (M) := supn;
M n+1   nh`i`nand CHP (M) := supn;
M* `n+1   `+ 1`nwhere hf`i`n denotes the average of an expression involving eigenvalues over all `  n:Thus, for example h`i`n = 1n P`n `: Or, as will occur later, if the sum starts at ` = 0then we divide by n+ 1: According to these denitions we always have CHP  CPPW :3
Example 1: Operators with continuous spectraWe begin with a remark about operators with continuous spectra, which immediately fol-lows from the original estimates of Payne, Polya, and Weinberger [16] and of Hile and Prot-ter [10], but which does not appear to have been appreciated. Under wide circumstancesit is known that continuous spectra of Schrodinger operators, Sturm{Liouville operators,Jacobi matrices, etc. can be quantied by using a measure known as the density of states,dened by cut-o procedures (for example, see [4], [15], and [6]).Let us call the density of states measure dn(); and assume that it is well{dened (as aweak- limit and has bounded rst moment) for the operator H, which is a local operatoron L2(R) or L2(Z): Suppose that   = (a; b) is a gap in the spectrum of H (i.e., an openinterval of length j j in the resolvent set, the ends of which are in the spectrum), and,moreover, that when H is restricted to a bounded set with Dirichlet boundary conditions(vanishing conditions, in the discrete case), there is a nite CHP : Then, when we restrictH to rectangles of side R and let R!1, we get:j j R a 1 dn ()R a 1 dn ()  CPPW  CHP :For example, if H is a Schrodinger operator in  dimensions with a smooth, periodic,non-negative potential, then j j  4 R a 1 dn () R a 1 dn ()  4a :In particular cases, where estimates can be made of the density of states, much sharperbounds than 4a= are possible.Example 2: Algebraic formulation of quantum mechanicsIn quantum mechanics it is not strictly necessary to represent the algebra of observableswith dierential operators; for many purposes an abstract algebra is quite sucient (cf.[17]).In this setting, the fundamental phenomena of quantum mechanics have their originin the quantum canonical commutation relations, which state that if H is a Hamiltonianoperator, then canonically conjugate classical variables satisfy the Heisenberg uncertaintyprinciple. In the Heisenberg picture, the operators X; are a canonically conjugate pairwhen _X = m = ih [H;X] ;where m is the mass of the particle and h is Planck's constant divided by 2: In this case,the commutation relations state that [X;] = ih.If we identify X with G; and assume that 2  H, then the bound on CHP in thiscase becomes: CHP  2nmTr (P ) = 2m :4
If there are M canonical momenta, such thatMXj=12j  H ;then, similarly, CHP  2nmMTr (P ) = 2mM : (2:1)With the usual Euclidean momenta,  = 2m; and a Hile{Protter type bound results.In the language of quantum mechanics, inequality (2.1) states that the ratio of the gapexcitation energy to the average of the energy below an energy gap is bounded by 2=mMdivided by the trace of the density matrix for the unexcited states.Example 3: Schrodinger operators with magnetic elds andDirichlet boundary conditionsCompare with [13] p. 628. Consider the case when H = (p A(x))2+ V (x) on L2(
) for
 a bounded domain in R. And where p =  ir and A(x) = (A1(x); A2(x); : : : ; A(x)) isa magnetic vector potential for the magnetic eld B(x): Suppose Hui = iui: The operatorH has some discrete eigenvalues under very wide circumstances (see [4]).Assume that V (x)   M: The special choices to be made for the auxiliary operatorswhose indices will run from 1; : : : ;  + 1 arej =  i @@xj  Aj(x) ; j = 1; : : : ; +1 = (V (x) +M) 12Gj = xj ; j = 1; : : : ; G+1 = 1:It is easy to see that P+1j=1 2j = H +M: So we see that the left hand side of inequality(1.1) is, nXi=1(n+1   i) 1hui; (H +M)uii = nXi=1(n+1   i) 1(i +M):For the right hand side we must compute the commutators[j; Gj] = [ i @@xj ; xj] =  i ; j = 1; : : : ; [+1; G+1] = 0 :5
And the double commutators,hGj ; [H;Gj]i = hxj; [ + ir A+ iA  r; xj]i= hxj; ( 2 @@xj + 2iAj)i= 2 ; j = 1; : : : ; hG+1; [H;G+1]i = 0 :Thus, the right hand side of inequality (1.1) isPj=1 Tr(P )22 Pj=1 TrP 2 = n4and by the theorem, nXi=1 i +Mn+1   i  n4 : 2Example 4: The bi-LaplacianThe operatorH = 2 on L2(
) where
  R is a bounded domain with smooth boundaryhas applications in the theory of elasticity. Compare with [3] and [13] p. 633. In particular,the problem 2ui = iui in 
ui = @ui@n = 0 on @
is related to the modes of vibration of a clamped plate. This problem was studied byPayne, Polya, and Weinberger in [16] where they obtained the boundn+1   n  8( + 2)2n nXi=1 i (2:2)and later by Hile and Yeh in [11] where the result was improved tonXi=1 pin+1   i  2n 328( + 2)  nXi=1 i!  12 : (2:3)6
We now recover the result of [11] by applying Theorem 1.1. Assume that the eigenvaluesare enumerated in the usual way. The choice for the auxiliary operators for this case isj =  i @@xjGj = xjwhere j = 1; : : : ;  :The left hand side of equation (1.1) is thennXi=1(n+1   i) 1hui; uii  nXi=1(n+1   i) 1hui; uii 12 hui;2uii 12= nXi=1(n+1   i) 1 12iwhere the Schwarz inequality and the boundary conditions were used to obtain the in-equality.For the right hand side we again have [j; Gj ] =  i: And now the double commutatorsare hGj ; [H;Gj ]i = hxj; [2; xj]i = hxj; 4@ji =  4( + 2@2j )so that Xj=1 hGj; [H;Gj ]i = 4( + 2)( ):Then, again applying the Schwarz inequality and the boundary conditions we havenXi=1hui; uii   nXi=1hui; uii! 12  nXi=1hui;2uii! 12 :So for the right hand side of equation (1.1) we have(n)28( + 2)n 12  nXi=1 i!  12and so by the theorem we havenXi=1  12in+1   i  2n 328( + 2)  nXi=1 i!  12as in [11]. 2 7
3 NEUMANN BOUNDSAs a nal use of our techniques, we obtain an entirely new bound for the spectral geometryof the Laplacian with Neumann boundary conditions. We shall show that gaps in thespectrum of the Laplacian are controlled, inversely, by the inradius, which by denition isthe radius of the largest inscribed ball. The inradius is known to control the ground stateof the Dirichlet Laplacian, and thus to play an important role in the spectral geometry forthat operator (cf. [2] and [5]). On the other hand, we believe that the constant we obtainis far from optimal.Since the Neumann Laplacian has a zero eigenvalue, and in our technique we need it todominate another expression, we let HM :=  +M; where M is a positive constant to bespecied below. The addition of the constantM obviously does not aect any commutatorswith H: Let eu be the rst nonconstant radial Neumann L2 { normalized eigenfunction forthe unit ball and let e be the corresponding eigenvalue.PROPOSITION 3.1 Let 
 be a domain in R with piecewise smooth boundary andinradius r; and let k be the eigenvalues of the Neumann Laplacian for 
: Then* ` +Mn+1   `+`n  Kn+ 1 ;where: M := e2keuk214r2kreuk21and K := r e8 j
j kreuk21 :REMARK: This complicated expression implies a somewhat simpler bound of the formn+1   n  (n+ 1) A h`i`n +B ;where A and B depend only on the inradius r and 
:PROOF: The special choices are G := eu; centered at the center of the inscribed ball andwith variable jxj=r in the ball and extended as a constant outside the ball, and  :=i [H;G] = i ( G  2rG  r) :According to our usual calculation,* ` +Mn+1   `+`n  jTr (P [G; [H;G]])j22(n+ 1)Tr (P [G; [H;G]]) = Tr P jrGj2(n + 1) ; (3:1)where  is any constant such thatk (G)  + 2rG  rk2   krk2 +Mkk28
for all  in the quadratic form domain of the Neumann Laplacian.Since the left side of this expression is er2 euxr  + 2rreuxr  r2  2e2keuk21r4 kk2 + 8r2kreuk21krk2(the cross term has been estimated by 2ab  a2 + b2); we can take := 8r2kreuk21 and M := e2keuk214r2kreuk21 :Since the ground state is 1=qj
j; we estimate the numerator of equation (3.1) byTr(P jrGj2)  Z jrGj2 1j
j ;which = r er2 j
j ;and the claim follows. 2ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThe 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